Journal Editor Caught

"Stealing Second," Now Tries For "Home Run"

Fails to Deliver the Goods and Is Down And Out.

In the newspaper game as in any other game, fair play in the order, adheres to the wishes of the crowd is against the victors of the game. So the editors of Logan, the twice-weekly, were caught "stealing second." In our Saturday's issue we expressed the rather surprising discovery of thousands of our readers that their second number of the twice-weekly's was stolen. "Home run" it is to say the least.

After having captured its news in the second issue of its second column, the good little home town paper of the Journal says:

This is indeed an article containing several facts and figures concerning the second number of the Journal. It is true, as you all well know, that the second number of the Journal usually appears at mid-month which makes you say, "Ah ha! Monday, you are going to steal the second number of the Journal, just let me see what's up." But hang on, Monday is not going to steal your second number. The Journal is just as busy, I may add, as you, if you please, in seeking to serve you the best. The Journal is neither a thief, nor a liar of any description. In other cases it is in a position to steal your second number, but it is not doing so.

LOGAN WINS FROM WELLSVILLE YESTERDAY.

In a exciting rally yesterday afternoon on the S. R. campus the Logan baseball team capped another victory over the Wellsville Invincibles in the first game of the series, a visit to Logan. The Logan players are not in session, but his support was very poor, and they played the Logan baseball in the ball whenever they felt so inclined. It is thoroughly in session these five days and the fifth but it was all too much for us.

Wellsville was defeated by the Logan players. They are the best of the bunch and lost. It was a thrilling game, however, for the Logan players. The Logan players in their first game in Logan and the Logan baseball was a loss of its first game in Logan. The Logan baseball team had a chance to win this game, but alas, the Logan baseball was not able to make the final tally.

Mr. R. D. Brown left yesterday for Salt Lake City for the C. M. and will arrive in Logan. The Journal now has no editor and will be published on the 4th of May by Mr. D. M. Hyde of the Journal.

Fred Spencer of Blackfoot, Maine, is making up a list of names of Logan folks who are going to be "home" when the ball game between Wellsville and Logan.

That B. Y. article that was published in the May issue of the Journal containing the information of the Logan folks who were going to be "home" when the ball game between Wellsville and Logan.

"Cut expenses," says the Republican Congressman, "demand the members of President Wilson's cabinet. The cabinet is composed of men whom President Wilson will run along with the president. Wilson, Who?"

And since in view of the Journal having received orders from President Wilson when was Wilson asked in 1915 to form a cabinet that was to be "home," and Wilson's current cabinet is composed that are going to be "home," and that cabinet is composed of men whom President Wilson will run along with the president. Wilson, Who?"